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Executive Summary 
This report presents the findings of the Leadership Profile Assessment conducted by Hazard, 
Young, Attea & Associates (HYA) in April/May 2018 for the new superintendent of the Stafford 
County Public Schools.  The data contained herein were obtained from input the HYA consultants 
received when they met with individuals and groups in either individual interviews or focus group 
settings and from the results of the online survey completed by stakeholders.  The surveys, in-
terviews, and focus group meetings were structured to gather input to assist the Board in deter-
mining the primary characteristics desired in the new superintendent. Additionally the stake-
holder interviews and focus groups collected information regarding the strengths of the District 
and some of the challenges that it will be facing in the coming years.  
 
Participation 
The numbers of participants, by stakeholder group, in the two methods of data gathering are 
listed below:  Not all focus groups were a group that was disaggregated for the on-line survey. 
 

GROUP 
Personal interviews or 

focus groups 
Online Survey 

Board 7 NA 

Administrators 31 62 

Teachers 29 561 

Support Staff 10 189 

Community 22 20 

Parents  27 609 

Students 10 56 

Total 136 1497 

 
The community survey report and a draft of the desired characteristics are provided under sep-
arate cover and are meant to be stand-alone complementary pieces to the Leadership Profile 
Report. 
 
The School Board members were individually interviewed.  Individual interviews were also con-
ducted with Dr. Benson and with Mr. Foley, the County Administrator. 
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There were twenty-one focus groups scheduled to accommodate administrators, teachers, sup-
port staff, community, parents and students. It should be noted that “community” included 
members of the newly formed Equity, Diversity and Opportunity and Business Advisory Commit-
tees.   
 
Open-invitation community forums for staff and community were held at three locations in Staf-
ford as follows: 
 

• School Board Chambers, May 7 
• North Stafford High School, May 8 
• Ferry Farm Elementary School, May 10 

 
The responses provided by the individuals and focus groups during the interviews are listed in 
two places: 1) “Consistent Themes” on page 8 of the report and 2) all responses from individual 
and groups meetings, which begin on page 9. They are listed alphabetically with no attempt to 
prioritize them.  
 
One hundred thirty-six people were interviewed or attended focus groups or forums.  Although 
the attendance was not as large as hoped, it was balanced among different stakeholders and 
therefore represents a broad and varied perspective.   
 
The 1497 respondents of the online survey represent an excellent cross sampling of the different 
groups engaged with SCPS and is almost twice the number that participated in 2014.   The results 
of the online survey amplify the findings from the interviews and focus groups. 
 
It should be emphasized that the data are not a scientific sampling, nor should they necessarily 
be viewed as representing the majority opinion of the respective groups to which they are at-
tributed.  Items are included if, in the consultants’ judgment, they warranted the Board’s atten-
tion. 
 
Strengths of the District 
The strengths of Stafford County identified by stakeholders were largely the same as those iden-
tified in 2014.    
 
The location and environment of Stafford County are considered plusses. Stafford County offers 
its residents urban, suburban and rural lifestyles.  There are opportunities and resources easily 
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available to families and school system staff in the region.  Stafford is home to many military 
families, who often stay in or return to Stafford when they retire.   
 
The reputation of it schools attracts families to Stafford County.  And the strength of the schools 
and the people working in them remains as strong a positive in Stafford now as it was in 2014.   
Participants, parents and community members in particular, were effusive in their praise for the 
work of teachers and administrators in the schools. Many noted the range of program offerings 
as a strength.  High school students expressed satisfaction with the quality of the academic pro-
grams and opportunities to participate in activities.  
 
Support for students from involved parents and community resources is also an asset in Stafford.  
Most students come from caring and supportive homes.  The community contributes to the well-
being of students in many ways, including the Sheriff’s Office working with the schools on safety 
and security concerns.  Stafford strives to maintain a small town, personal atmosphere even as it 
continues to grow.   
 
The positive impact of Dr. Benson’s tenure was often praised and cited as a strength of the dis-
trict. Many participants noted that Dr. Benson was often at the schools, participated in events 
and regularly taught classes.  Dr. Benson was visible and approachable and made progress in the 
district in important ways. Even when decisions were controversial, Dr. Benson’s proactive and 
data-based approach was viewed positively. Dr. Benson was a data-driven leader who solved 
problems and was not afraid to try new ideas and different methods. It is generally believed that 
Dr. Benson set a good direction in many areas, including developing the Portrait of a Graduate, 
Strategic Plan, emphasis on instruction and professional development, use of technology and 
increased compensation.    
 
Challenges and Issues Facing the District 
Although Dr. Benson’s contributions to Stafford are overall considered to be positive, his leaving 
has created uncertainly as stakeholders worry that a new superintendent will bring new initia-
tives and a different direction.  There is significant anxiety about the change in leadership. 
 
This anxiety is increased because of the ongoing tension in the relationship between the Board 
of Supervisors and the School Board.  This relationship has resulted in conflicts over school fund-
ing and capital projects to address over-crowding and schools needing renovations.  There is little 
hope expressed that the political bodies in Stafford will work together on these pressing and 
important problems.  There is an acute need for a strong superintendent to be able to provide 
the leadership to address the difficult political atmosphere in Stafford. 
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The critical issues of compensation and capital improvements are as, if not more, important to 
constituents in 2018 as they were in 2014.  Dr. Benson’s work to address compensation, although 
appreciated as it raises salaries to make Stafford more competitive when hiring teachers, remains 
controversial.  Segments of the workforce, including veteran teachers and some support staff, 
feel like their compensation needs have not been addressed.   Teacher retention and shortages 
are issues that are of great concern, as the unavailability of qualified teachers, especially in critical 
need areas, remains a serious issue.   While most stakeholders realize that these problems are 
not unique to Stafford County, a belief that the district cannot compete with the larger districts 
in the northern part of the state increases the level of concern.  
 
The concern about over-crowding and growth has increased as well.  The perception is that the 
County has not adequately planned for the infrastructure needs caused by growth.   Schools are 
already at capacity and expect to be over capacity in the next few years.   Stafford recently redis-
tricted to redistribute students.  This action no doubt relieved some immediate problems of over-
crowding, but as in many districts that redistrict, it resulted in residual resentments regarding 
equity and fairness. 
 
Issues of equity and diversity did not emerge as priorities in 2014.  However, many participants 
in 2018 talked about concerns over a range of problems and perceptions related to equity, parity 
and treatment of people in minority groups.  
 
The redistricting process brought out community members who openly disparaged schools with 
larger populations of minority students and/or students in poverty.  These divisive comments 
and the credence that some people feel they were given need to be addressed.  Specifically, 
stakeholders want to know that Stafford County Schools welcomes and nurtures the potential of 
all students, regardless of race, ethnicity, family income or sexual orientation, that ESOL pro-
grams are adequately staffed and resourced, and that the impact of families and students living 
in poverty is acknowledged.   Most important, Stafford County Schools must continue to send a 
clear message that all students and all schools are valued and supported equally. 
 
Other areas where fairness was discussed was the perceived divide between north and south 
Stafford.  The regions are not always perceived as equally supported.  In addition, the working 
conditions of paraprofessionals was mentioned many times by different groups.  While it must 
be noted that funds to address paraprofessional compensation is in the FY19 budget, the perfor-
mance expectations for this employee group,  especially since they often serve the neediest of 
students, should be examined. 
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In 2014, engaging parents at the division level was listed as a challenge.  This concern did not 
come up in 2018.  Moreover, groups supported the formation of an advisory groups for parents, 
the Business and the Equity, Diversity and Opportunity committees, and the Listening Tours.  
These outreach efforts are seen as positive steps.  Likewise, concerns about the central office did 
not emerge as significant this time. 
 
Desired Characteristics 
To continue the work that Dr. Benson has begun and to take the district into the future,  Stafford 
County seeks a strong, strategic, experienced leader who will be wise enough to maintain and 
build on what works and recognize existing strengths,  but courageous enough to deal with chal-
lenges.  The new superintendent will need to reassure an anxious work force and community that 
Stafford County will not go backward, but will continue to protect and enhance the reputation 
and performance of Stafford County Public Schools. 
 
To this end, a person who has a deep understanding of Stafford County’s history and needs and 
who is committed to staying long enough for changes to be sustained is sought by every constit-
uency group.  Some feel that the only way to guarantee this commitment is to hire from within; 
others believe that the challenges of Stafford County require an experience-based beyond that 
of internal candidates.  But all want someone who will live in Stafford, become a deeply embed-
ded in the community and want to stay. The desire for someone to make a long-term commit-
ment to Stafford was also a priority in 2014, so it is felt even more intensely in 2018. 
 
Beyond commitment, the ideal candidate needs to be able to negotiate the political environment 
of Stafford while also forging good relationships with staff, parents, students and the community.   
Therefore, once again the superintendent must possess outstanding communication and collab-
oration skills and be an empathetic listener. A data-driven, decisive leader who has expertise with 
budgets and facilities is also a priority. Stafford County Schools wants someone who will build 
credibility and trust with the County government, Board of Supervisors and larger community in 
order the make the case for the funding and resources required to maintain the quality of the 
district.   
 
In short, the new superintendent, who will be faced with many issues related to budget and fund-
ing and growth as well as diversity, must be prepared to take on these critical issues with confi-
dence and courage. At the same time, he or she must demonstrate to staff, parents and students 
a deep commitment to Stafford County, a clear vision for the future and the determination to do 
what is necessary to guide and support them in changing and challenging times.  
 
HYA and the Board intend to meet the challenge of finding an individual who possesses most of 
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the skills and character traits required to meet the needs of the district.  The search team will 
seek a new superintendent who can work with the Stafford County Schools to provide the lead-
ership needed to continue to raise academic standards and student performance, while meeting 
the unique needs of each of its schools and communities.  
 
The search team would like to thank all the participants who attended focus groups meetings or 
completed the online survey and the Stafford County staff members who assisted with our meet-
ings, particularly Missy Hall and Sherrie Johnson who organized the search team’s time in the 
district.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Brad Draeger 
Ann Monday  
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Summary of Consistently-Reported Themes 
 
Strengths 
• Community that values and supports its school 
• Dr. Benson’s tenure brought innovation and needed change in instruction and operations, as 

well as increased visibility and outreach 
• Good facilities  
• Location provides unique blend of urban/suburban and rural  
• Quality and variety of programs offered to meet students’ needs 
• Reputation of schools: dedicated, exceptional teachers and administrators, academic perfor-

mance of students 
 
Challenges/Concerns/Issues 
• Budget issues that include ongoing need to increase compensation for staff, to maintain rea-

sonable class sizes and to provide resources for programs, i.e., ESOL 
• Change of leadership causing stress and uncertainty, fear that progress will not continue 
• Diversity, equity and parity issues that impact minority students and their families, as well as 

perceptions that the demands of more affluent members of the community prevail over the 
needs of all students 

• Growth and resulting over-crowding not being planned or addressed by County 
• Relationship between the School Board and Board of Supervisions not inspiring confidence and 

trust that budget and facilities problems can be solved 
• Teacher retention and shortages are impacting the quality of instruction  
 
Desired Characteristics 
• Broad base of experience to include instructional expertise as well as knowledge of the budget 

process, facilities and other operational areas 
• Commitment to Stafford County and intention to stay for a long tenure to make lasting changes  
• Communication and collaboration skills to build productive relationships with stakeholder 

groups 
• Data-driven decision-maker who will be a credible advocate for the district 
• Political skills to facilitate cooperation between Board of Supervisors and School Board to meet 

the fiscal and operational needs of the schools  
• Sensitivity to and experience with issues of diversity, equity and parity  
• Strategic, experienced enough to recognize what needs to be enhanced and maintained rather 

than started over, builds on existing strengths  
• Visible, approachable leadership style that fosters unity and promotes trust and openness 
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Summary of Comments from Focus Group Meetings 
The structure of the focus groups was open, allowing for participants to build upon each other’s 
comments.  Participants were asked to respond to the following questions.    

• What do stakeholders value regarding the schools?  What strengths do they desire to re-
tain and build upon? 

• What are the issues this District currently faces, and, will face in the next three to five 
years?    

• What personal and professional characteristics are expected in a new Superintendent? 
  
*Listed in alphabetical order, “/“ indicates multiple similar responses from different participants.  

 

SCHOOL BOARD  
 

Strengths 

 
• Amazing students and staff  
• Challenges/opportunities: Dr B made many improvements, but still a lot to do 
• Division is on a good direction; Dr B built good, cohesive plan, needs to be completed; new 

systems for financial management in place; policies and procedures much improved; Dr B 
strong on budget and CIP, represented needs to County effectively  ///// 

• Great place to live; people come for affordable housing, schools / 
• Growth - both a positive and a negative 
• Supportive community and work environment / 
• Staff leadership at schools and central office improved 
 
Challenges/Concerns/Issues 

 
• Accountability: Evaluation for all employees,  including non-teachers — all staff; holding princi-

pal accountable; principals not being held accountable  // 
• Diversity needs to be addressed, accepted; students of color need to be nurtured, supported, 

and respected and pushed to do better, especially male students; teachers and others need to 
look  more like the community ; almost no African-American teachers in SC; need to do a better 
job of recruiting to attract teachers of color, males   /// 

• Equity and parity issues: Elected officials support districts rather than the entire County, so 
there is not parity; Redistricting has sometimes reinforced lack of equity, and diversity; Parents 
with loud voices and money are heard, others are not;  Lack of empathy for the “have nots”; 
lack of understanding of how poverty impacts students; use of boundaries to    reinforce racial 
and socio-economic divides;  service level (working class) people come to SC for housing and 
schools,  causing issues of parity and equality; need for all schools to offer something special  
/// 

• Funding  
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• Instruction Teachers teaching too much to tests; SC is not innovative; need to use technology 
to support instruction, to impact learning  / 

• Maintaining the excellence that has marked SC, not letting quality of school diminish // 
• Political climate, lack of BOS support: building trust w BOS; BOS has not prioritized education; 

education has not been the political priority in SC; lack of support, funding from BOS; BOS/SB 
relationship not improving, a difficult challenge; community and BOS do not trust the schools 
CIP  ///// 

• Resource needs: language challenges for many Spanish students who need more support and 
resources; counselors need to have time to do their critical work — not just be in the halls; 
need for Social Workers to support needy students  / 

• Teacher/staff concerns:  Getting support from teachers for strategic plan; teachers/staff con-
cerned about new pay scale;  frustration on the part of teachers because of pay; teacher pay 
must be addressed — it is shameful ;  teachers come to SC,  get experience, leave for more 
money; need to retain teachers; teacher anger; low morale; losing good teachers ////// 

• Staff development need not met  
 
Desired Characteristics 

 
• Board management skills — can temper the Board and help members function as a whole; 

Board relationship experience a must; patient, knows the SB is not yet functioning as a group; 
can redirect the Board when needed, not overly compliant /// 

• Broad and deep knowledge and expertise: understands State regulations, legal requirements; 
knows every aspect of school business, including facilities and operations 

• Charismatic: can inspire others, while speaking the truth 
• CIP experience in a growth community, can deal with the impact of growth, especially with 

limited resources; can manage infrastructure and has CIP process knowledge // 
• Commitment: will stay in SC, will invest in community; will find his/her niche in SC /// 
• Credible, fact-based decision-maker / 
• Communicator: will establish a good communications team, knows the importance of words; 

will be strategic about communication; can reach a broad audience / 
• Collaboration with Board: gives pros and cons, not just staff products, lets the Board decide 

thorny issues  
• High expectations for all students, staff and programs; establishes and maintains high expecta-

tions for college and non-college bound; will build and support CTE program; expresses pride 
in those students who may not go to college // 

• Focus on excellence and equity for all students: focus is on students, on making sure that all 
students excel; will find ways to make sure that all students,  including Spanish speakers ,can 
succeed; can increase graduation rates for Spanish students, poor students ; will rise to the 
occasion — will not pretend that discrimination and inequity does not exist, will be committed 
to making sure all students are valued and successful; committed to    diversity   training, in-
cluding empathy for those who do not have what others have; understands the impact of pov-
erty and deprivation on learning and opportunity; experience with second language (Spanish) 
students — knows what works; has worked in diverse populations  /// 
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• Innovative, will think outside the box —  look for solutions; will look for funding and support 
from Foundations, businesses, will develop partnerships  // 

• Instructional expertise: emphasis on critical thinking, not test -taking 
• Management and operations skills: strong oversight of  planning  and operations; effective fis-

cal management and oversight of use of funds at schools; has experience with budgets; under-
stands the operations aspects of a school district; budget expertise,  does not just delegate  //// 

• Security experience  
• Strong, firm, not afraid to confront issues, hold people accountable; tough, has “street smarts”; 

won’t be taken advantage of; can be quiet like Dr B or loud, but able to hold his/her own in this 
environment; not a “yes man or woman”  /// 

• Unifier, consensus builder : can build unity so that there are positive attitudes and beliefs and 
pride at every school;  will continue to bring in teamwork /family atmosphere   // 

 

ADMINISTRATORS 
 
Strengths 

 
• Building level leadership and staff known for quality, expertise and depth of knowledge; people 

in schools forge on in spite of what is around them; many awesome teachers, best of the best 
/// 

• Common vision:  Portrait of the Graduate - focus on the learner: wanting to become a school 
system, not a system of schools; teachers and administrators were part of visioning process; 
sense of mission; strong Strategic Plan  /// 

• Climate survey addressing issues important to teachers/school staffs  
• Continuing to improve:  more focused, higher quality professional development; more team-

work and sharing system wide; opening up in terms of equity, diversity and      opportunity // 
• Community and business support:  APPLE FCU; Business Advisory Committee 
• Culture and climate: students have great exposure and many opportunities; talent and exper-

tise of people in SC; SC does great things,  takes care of each other; high quality coursework 
and activities; best practices drive instruction // 

• Dr B’s achievements: Data driven decision making; visible in the school buildings and in class-
rooms — made himself part of the community; reached out to BOS and County Exec - has been 
realistic and collaborative; worked effectively with SB -  had Board look at data rather than 
anecdotal information, squeaky wheels; forward thinking and progressive; rebuilt credibility of 
division; data-driven, analytical; strong instructional leader got into classrooms, “practice what 
you preach”; willing to communicate with Co Admin and BOS; not afraid of change; took action, 
not just talk; innovative, creative problem solver; put day-to-day focus on Strategic Plan   
/////////// 

• Focus on classroom  
• Innovative:  ahead of the curve with Portrait of the Graduate   / 
• Location, environment  
• People at every level — dedicated, hardworking, passionate, collaborate, team-oriented / 
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• Sense of family keeps people here; SC holds on to small town feel,  even as we grow; large, but 
still a family focus,  SCPS feels small and personal // 

• Transparent:  gets the word out about tough things 
 
Challenges  

 
• Business model is too often held as the standard 
• Central Office: at leadership level,  there are people in the wrong positions,  not effective solv-

ing building level issues 
• Change/uncertainty/anxiety: Dr B leaving is hard on the staff — he built relationships — some 

anger;  building level leaders feel like they have to protect their four walls and do what is best 
for kids;  keeping things going with a change of leadership, fear of lack of continuity; will we 
have to start over and let go of what we started??;every time we change supts,  we     shift 
gears — exhausting; stress of change — do we have to reorganize AGAIN ?; fear that things are 
going to get worse before it gets better; impact of frequent leadership change — losing buy in; 
getting people to buy into for another change; helping teachers effectively deal with changes 
in demographics and student needs  ////// 

• Communication and visibility: reaching all segments of staff and community   
• Compensation: people at the top of the scale feel overlooked in the budget process with so 

much emphasis on new teachers; teachers leave mid-scale because they know they will not be 
compensated; losing staff because of low pay; lack of opportunity for pay increases; poor com-
pensation — letting go of steps — is not making us competitive; salary issues make people 
question whether they can remain in SC,  whether quality will continue; impact of lower quality 
staffing due to less competitive salary, including bus drivers and para professionals, clerical; 
pay must be competitive to attract and keep a good supt; teachers do not feel appreciated,  
concerns about compensation   //////// 

• Crossroads between the big counties in the north and the small central counties south of south; 
SC struggle to maintain small feeling and deal with growth   / 

• Equity, parity issues:  more affluent parents get what they want, especially in redistricting; 
sense the SB does not represent ALL children,  from all areas and backgrounds, with all needs   
/ 

• Funds spent on professional development instead of salaries 
• Over-crowding, facilities needs: growth creating need for additional classroom space,  need for 

new schools — additional services  // 
• Lack of planning: no long term planning for growth; no planning and programming for changing 

populations; no plan for online learning or for alternative ed. —  no place in our system for the 
square pegs   // 

•  Leadership development:  do not “grow our own”,  nurture leadership; overlooking the poten-
tial of SC existing leadership who have the best interest of students and have vision  // 

• Loss of support, trust: need to rebuild trust and sense of team; communication is lacking —  
principals do not know what is happening; people feel like there is no point in participating in 
process because they are not listened to; system takes advantage of staff loyalty;  losing the 
family feel of Stafford  /// 
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• Maintaining momentum and progress: maintaining progress and not going back to traditional 
thinking about change, innovation; staying progressive and forward thinking; schools in the 
past felt that they had to scramble and fend for themselves,  don’t go back; can recognize what 
needs to be changed but also keep what is working — especially some things that Dr B started   
///// 

• Political issues: BOS lack of foresight in planning for growth, infrastructure; fiscally  conservative 
political leadership; County leadership is reactionary,  not proactive; school funding not equi-
table; BOS and SB do not get along,  but staffs get along; communication and trust with BOS; % 
of County funding has decreased as population has increased  //// 

• Program and resource needs: ESL services are not adequate; special populations needs must 
be addressed;  not all schools are the same,  clientele differs at different schools, different 
needs — match resources to needs; does not use needs based staffing;  some elementary 
schools are larger than middle schools,  but have far less staffing at admin and support levels; 
ESOL & SpEd populations are growing without accompanying resources; need for resources as 
County grows and changes; challenge of changing population, needs of ESL students   ////// 

• School Board management: SB over involved,  gets into things that impact and impede staff; 
working with elected Board - lack of unity and focus; Board members do not support each other  
/ 

•  Slow decision making  
• Teacher recruiting/retention/shortages:  losing teachers in critical needs areas,  jobs cannot be 

filled;  teachers shortage;  many new teachers who need nurturing and support; exhaustion of 
bringing in new teachers constantly; addressing issues of teachers induction and training; build-
ing strong foundations for beginning teachers   /// 

• Transparency - maintaining & improving the public perception that SCPS is open, trustworthy  
 

Characteristics  

 

• Authentic, real:  not a stuffed shirt; can be emotional when needed  
• Board management skills; has a backbone,  will stand up to SB  // 
• Builds and supports a strong Cabinet  
• Character, integrity, strength:  like Dr B; caring, “good person”; will do the hard things ; has the 

strength to move Stafford forward; not just a figurehead  / 
• Commitment to Stafford: will be committed to SC,  live here,  have family here,  be part of the 

community; understands the family we want to create here; someone who really wants to be 
here; maybe an internal candidate — someone in the family already; wants to make a more 
lasting, sustainable impact; longevity — so many leaders leads to short term vision;  invested 
in the community-gets involved,  visible,  is a presence, is a force; will be fully committed, live 
here — full time; does not use SC as a steppingstone //////// 

• Communication, relationship skills: relationship builder — not isolated; communication and re-
lationships make up for a whole lot of other stuff;  communicates with school leaders; forms 
productive partnerships  //// 

• Experience and knowledge base: Experience with growth — can oversee facilities’ needs;  build-
ing level experience; has been a building level principal;  someone with history,  understands 
schools, builds bridges with schools; must be astutely aware of where they are coming to; must 
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understand the conservative environment in SC and make decisions that will work in this envi-
ronment knowledge and history with SC -  can manage change in this community; experience 
with change management, has seen change through,  has a proven record; experience as a 
superintendent; needs a track record — experience as a superintendent; will be respected by 
the political leadership in SC; leadership has been demonstrated in different setting; good 
change management person  ///////// 

• Instructional leader:  committed to teaching and learning and core business; will build on what 
Dr. B has started; will be a credible leader to teachers, knows instruction; will be the system 
top educational professional; makes teacher quality and retention the priority /// 

• Intelligent,  both book smarts and common sense / 
• Political, advocacy skills:  can build relationships with County and BOS; can manage a School 

Board - communicates an understanding of the role of the Board; excellent negotiator; political 
savvy; will communicate with BOS and SB - and defend system and staff /// 

• Seeks alternative funding through grants 
• Strategic, realistic, problem-solver:   not afraid to make changes,  but also will understand that 

things cannot change overnight; takes a systemic approach; honors the work done to develop 
the strategic plan  

• Strong core values around equity, serving the needs of all students: will advocate for the right 
things for the right reasons; sensitive to and proactive about differences in socio-economics, 
class, poverty; will differentiate with school support based on needs; eyes wide open about real 
needs in Stafford schools   /// 

• School focused: focus on the buildings, on the people in the schools; build on what is going on 
in our schools; lets ideas, initiative come from the schools — not  just from the central office  / 

• Transparent, open, listens to all stakeholders,  open: makes decisions, transparent,  can explain 
why decisions are made;  genuine and humble and will be accepting and open to new ideas; 
listens to the schools; listens to all stakeholders — internally and externally ///// 

• Unifier:  builds a school division, not a division of schools  
• Visible: will be in the buildings, at activities; is comfortable in schools, at events /// 
 

TEACHERS 
 
Strengths 

 
• Advisory groups for teachers,  EDOC 
• Climate in schools is improving  
• Dr B’s changes: go beyond SOLS,  has a vision, see the big picture; visible — teaches regularly;  

mainstreamed systems,  cleaned things up; started Climate Survey; held administrators ac-
countable; reached out to stakeholders; took action when needed; partnered with Co on Health 
Care; tried to build unity — bring schools together; thinks about how  every decision impacts 
the whole, does not compartmentalize ////// 

• Opportunities for teachers to connect with County as a whole  
• Teachers are the strength: good, veteran teachers keep the sense of who we are and who we 

can be /// 
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• Summit: teachers get a common message about instruction; teachers treated professionally,  
compensated for time, relevant training, system-wide // 

 
Challenges 

 
• Central Office lack of unity  
• Compensation: pay is not adequate, does not attract strong candidates; to pay scale is not ac-

cepted by some teachers; more experienced teachers are not advantaged in pay scale; 
paraprofessionals are making below poverty level salaries in some cases; inequities around pay  
/////// 

• Diversity of students  
• Morale: veteran teachers leaving, some not feeling valued; teachers working beyond contract 

hours; strained relationship with SCEA(teacher organization); getting people to buy in to new 
leadership; teachers feel betrayed when Dr B left   ///// 

• Overcrowding and facilities needs: overcrowding, space demands; need for capital improve-
ment in some schools; need for a clear system for use of capital improvement; money/infra-
structure is not keeping up with growth; inequity of facilities, i.e., Ferry Farm ES; uneven growth 
urban/suburban/rural    /////// 

• Political issues:  mistrust between BOS and SB /// 
• Resource needs:  sub shortage; bus issues; inadequate state and federal funding: class sizes are 

maxed out; technology — not keeping up; more demand from SpEd; ESL students are not get-
ting the services they need /////// 

• School Safety concerns  
• State licensure requirements that limit flexibility, especially at middle school level 
• Teacher recruitment and retention:  quality of teacher candidates is diminishing; teachers leave 

for surrounding districts that pay more, have more resources ///  
 
Characteristics 

 

• Authentic, real:  upfront, shows emotion,  gets angry when appropriate;  walks the talk; is a real 
person; gets involved and shares interests — is human and real; personable //// 

• Charismatic  
• Commitment to/knowledge of SC: not a career ender; someone with local ties,  who knows SC 

and went through the ranks; knows what is going on , knows what needs to be fixed /// 
• Communication/relationship building skills: can connect with the community; continues to 

unify community / 
• Continues staff development initiatives  
• Experience base:  understands the business side; has experience with diverse populations; track 

record of achievement, proactive, actionable — fixes what needs to be fixed; experienced with 
budget — understands the dynamics of the funding models; experience — from a division sim-
ilar to SCPS; experience handling challenges of growth; can address unhappiness around pay   
///// 

•  Forward thinker, innovative:  out of the box thinker — willing to advocate for what’s right,  not 
a good old boy;  willing to be creative; won’t accept business as usual when problems occur /// 
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•  Maintains what is promised to retirees — make sure retirement program is not removed 
• Open, transparent: open to reexamining the pay scale issue; will keep the advisory committees; 

will stay open to different points of view; will let teachers ask questions and talk directly to 
superintendent   /// 

• Political savvy/advocacy: communication with BOS; can manage School Boards; comfortable in 
political climate and is ready to fight for what schools need  // 

• Strategic: doesn’t just change — keeps what is positive; recognizes and strategically plans to 
address the realities of change-demographic,  technology, growth  // 

• Tough, up to the task: young heart,  physically fit; mentally able to handle stress; honest,  will 
deliver hard information,  does not sugar coat information; values the negotiation capital that 
comes from brutal honesty; makes tough decisions; can cut what needs to go,  not just add the 
next shiny thing   //// 

• Visible: seem in the schools and community regularly / 
• Visionary: has a vision,  sticks with it 
 

SUPPORT EMPLOYEES 
 
Strengths      

 

• Date-driven decision making; use of data to justify decisions,  to build a case 
• Dr B has done a lot of good; has done a lot of relationship building; has been open, visible, 

supportive,  reached out to all; stops and talks to students, participates in student events,  en-
joys being in community; has buy-in from the staff; is a teacher,  explains well; improved trans-
parency    // 

• Community is supportive, wants to contribute: schools have strong and loyal communities; the 
majority of students come from caring parents, supportive homes / 

• Good schools — affluent parents are not abandoning their schools, even though they want to 
improve them; in the main, well maintained buildings / 

• Location 
• No Stafford HS is an accepting, diverse community  
• Teachers and bus drivers are loyal to SCPS 
• Vision and framework for the future is laid out; New Teacher Institute; Teaching and Learning 

Summit -  enhancing teaching skills; investment in teachers, giving them the tools to be suc-
cessful 

 
Challenges 

 

• Compensation: pay scale — inequity for experienced staff; salaries across the board, but sup-
port (AAs) in particular; support staff salary needs pushed to the back of the line; Paras should 
be paid fair wage,  with additional compensation for those with degrees; pay structuring for 
paras is not adequate or fair. //// 

• Discipline: student behavior is not being dealt with consistently — teachers do not feel sup-
ported,  adds to stress and poor moral; discipline on busses, more students acting out / 
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• Having to start over again with a new person, having to rebuild relationships, just beginning to 
make some progress on issues with Dr B // 

• Military community — lots of assignments plus moving in and out  
• Paraprofessional issues: the diversity of demands on paras are not recognized; no time in the 

day for paras for break, classroom teaching assignments plus every kind of duty; paras in some 
classrooms (ESL and SpEd) are being expected to do more than they   should; using paras as 
subs but not paying them substitute pay// 

•  Political issues: politics — navigating two Boards BOS and SB makes it “us vs them”; BOS and 
SB relationship,  lack of respect and trust; schools are not a funding priority; just beginning to 
make progress under Dr B,  but only beginning; having to start over again with a new person, 
having to rebuild relationships //// 

• Program and resource needs: growing diversity. — huge increase in ESL; low income families 
with greater needs; lack of subs — and quality subs — subs arriving not being able to speak 
English - who is screening?;    ESL program is in dire need of teachers, support, resources; ESL 
students are not getting  what they need;  need for programming for students who come to SC 
with little schooling; schools getting to max capacity without adequate plan; lack of bus drivers, 
doubling up a     routes, students having to wait for busses; morale of bus drivers and people 
working in schools is low; Burden of 504s on SpEd teachers — need a new model for manage-
ment of process; resistance on part of BOS to fund based on students’ needs, i.e. ESL, SpEd  //// 

• School Board not standing up to parents regarding redistricting,  start times,  calendar:  too 
much giving in to the loudest voices, not what is best for all students; no one on the SB has ever 
worked in a school, lack perspective on how decision really impact schools  

• Stereotyping schools based on demographics 
• Teacher retention: Teachers start here, but move to other counties for more money 
• Use of resources: Is the Summit worth the cost?; professional development for ESL teachers in 

fall 2017 was not worth the cost — not effective 
 
Characteristics  

 

• Commitment to Stafford: Invested in SCPS,  willing to move family here,  stay here; maybe an 
internal candidate who will stay here,  not a career ender; loyal to SCPS   / 

• Communication, listening, relationship building: will provide ways for service people to provide 
input,  to advise the supt/board so that their unique needs are taken seriously; can work with 
difficult situations and people; talks to people,  at every level —  school-based, support, teach-
ers — gives the message that the superintendent knows them,  supports them  

   //// 
• Data-driven 
• Decisive, strong, respected:  not afraid to make a decision; makes decisions based on what is 

best educationally,  not must popular opinion or parent pressure; is a strong educator // 
• Fair:   will pay attention to the service staff who support the work of the principals, teachers; 

will look at central office productivity and pay relative to those working in schools  
•  Management and operations experience 
• Political skills:  can build a bridge with BOS by using data and showing needs 
• Strong,  can hold the line with both Boards,  has a backbone,  gets what the schools need  
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• Respected, but not a “people pleaser”. 
• Respects the work that has been done; will spend a year listening, learning before acting; will 

not change everything, will not bring in ideas from other places that do not fit SCPS; looks at 
positives and challenges — accepts the positives and continues building on them; will continue 
all staff central office meetings that are inclusive, builds teamwork; will respect work done by 
Dr. B and use it as ground work  //// 

• School Board relationships;  Can manage the SB - keep members “out of the weeds”; communi-
cates and manages the SB - guides the Board to good decisions  

• Teacher,  who can explain things like Dr B did ; able to model —  teaches in the schools — 
engaged with teaching and learning  / 

• Transparent, open, honest 
• Visibility, involvement:  visible, out in the community, out in the schools,  shows that the supt 

cares /// 
• Visionary 
 

COMMUNITY 
 
Strengths 

 
• Dr B’s achievements:  has collaborated with County Administrator; has been strategic, data-

driven, mission-focused; has been open and visible and a good communicator // 
• Community support: elementary schools have strong community support;  community groups 

that support the schools, i.e., Rotary,  Business Council   /// 
• EDOC committee: has done a lot of good in a short amount of time: is not political,  does not 

have an agenda, reports to the superintendent  
• Good schools/teachers/programs: All schools are accredited; willingness to open new pro-

grams:  STAT, Gov School, IB,  AP program; provides a variety of opportunities along the path, 
for college bound and non-college bound; iB has been inclusive to international students; Staf-
ford ES, Stafford MS, and Brookpoint HS work together, coordinate-a model for County;   teach-
ers adore their students, paras, bus drivers, front office staff are wonderful; principals and 
teachers are outstanding; teachers really care about the well-being of students; amazing SpEd 
teachers and paras; teachers committed to students,  teachers communicated with parents 
////////// 

• Reputation/location: students have many opportunities in the schools and community; close 
to DC, international exposure;  people move to Stafford for the schools; there is a flavor to the 
district that is quite different from the larger divisions; still more personal and small /// 

• Support for students: the majority of students feel support; students overall feel motivated and 
encouraged; culture of organization is to see students thrive; educators are trying to look out 
for welfare of students  /// 

• Strives to be excellent: Stafford is “on the cusp” as a leading district / 
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Challenges 

 
• Belief that SC can’t compete with the northern school districts; low expectations; content with 

good enough, not great / 
• Change: changing nature of SC -  need to ensure that there is support for the less fortunate;   

ethnic diversity as SC changes; SC is losing some of its rural flavor,  becoming more suburban/ur-
ban;  challenge of change and growth; growing county makes things in flux; how to hold on to 
what makes Stafford Stafford but also progressive and changes with the times;  Stafford Co 
goes from urbanism to rural,  diverse    ///// 

• Compensation: costs to teachers for taxes, insurance, retirement have increased,  but pay has 
not so they are losing money; teachers and paras and others feel like the SB and BOS and others 
do not respect their work, they feel demeaned; principals and teachers are underpaid — in 
comparison to other counties; new teachers live in poverty till they can get to Fx Co or Prince 
Will Co; teachers and paras and other support staff are not paid what they are worth; not put-
ting money in salaries; paras are given great responsibilities for meager pay 

   //////// 
• Equity, parity, discrimination issues: inequity in programming based on the socio-economics of 

communities; residual impact of redistricting — allowed the affluent to say demeaning things 
publicly about students in certain schools;  giving credence to idea that some schools are better 
than others, that some students are more valuable, respected than others; division between 
north and south ends of the county; African American students are not    always encouraged to 
participate in advanced academic classes; teachers are not all culturally   competent: lack of 
sensitivity to the reality of mixed race children, often from military families; not acknowledging 
that there are pockets of poverty where the needs of students are not being addressed, includ-
ing homelessness;  teachers and other staff needs to reflect the    demographics of Stafford  
///// 

• Food available in schools, not nutritious, causing attention and behavior issues 
• Inconsistency of response by school principals and staff to volunteer organizations (i.e., Rotary, 

Interact Clubs) 
• Overcrowding, facilities needs,  growth:  facilities are going to be a critical issue; space needs 

and funding for capital improvements a challenge; potential redistricting required to address 
space issues;  uncontrolled growth and lack of infrastructure in SC; growth causing over-crowd-
ing and facilities issues, need for new schools not being planned for   ///// 

• Political issues/County government: i.e. Stafford is stupid when it comes to businesses, waived 
taxes; not intelligent in relationships with developers; County needs to have a plan to meet the 
needs of the community and provide adequate services; BOS and SB conflicts and controversies 
impede progress; County government is not dealing with environmental and demographic 
changes as realistically as the schools; limited shopping, restaurants, business that helps with 
tax revenue //// 

• Program and resource needs: homeless students who need support — need ways to get them 
community support;  teachers and paras in low incident SpEd-need support for injuries, physi-
cal strains;   resources need to match divergent needs: under identification of students with 
special needs — because of lack of funds;  parents have had to fight for specialized programs 
to meet student needs   /// 
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• Student discipline is a problem 
• Teacher/para work conditions, morale: teachers do not feel that their opinions count, that they 

are respect by leadership; teachers do not always feel like they are backed up and encouraged; 
some work being demanded of teachers is stupid —  i.e., putting SOL goals on the board every 
day for primary age students; teachers need to spend time doing what matters — what will 
really impact students; teachers are treated like they are dispensable /// 

• Teacher recruitment/retention: loss of good teachers; teachers are leaving because of pay; 
math and science teachers graduating from Mary Washington won’t even apply for Stafford go 
north for more money; high teacher turnover rate; teacher quality needs to continue, need   to 
retain good teachers   //// 

• Transient population: transitory nature of population result in less of a sense of community 
than other places, i.e., Fredericksburg 

 
Characteristics 

 

• Charismatic,  has a positive, appealing approach can inspire the teachers  / 
• Commitment to Stafford: will stay for more than four years; an insider; does not come from 

Albemarle County: someone who knows SC - who has been a teacher, principal in SC: mid-
career,  has time and circumstances to invest time in SC; needs to know and understand Staf-
ford, engaged in the community; does not just say that they are committed but actually  com-
mitted; is invested in the community, understand the challenges of growth and lack of   infra-
structure in SC   /////// 

• Communication and relationship building skills: relates to students; communicator —  writes, 
speaks well;  collaborative, builds partnerships;  people skills,  influencer; goes out to segments 
of community who do not understand/accept SC changes; personable and respectful to every-
one  // 

• Consider female/person of color 
• Empathetic and inclusive: continues the work of the EDOC committee; proactive on issues of 

diversity and equity; will work to make staff more diverse; can deal with an ever more diverse 
community // 

• Experience base: an educator — has worked as a teacher, gone up the ranks — not a business 
person; highly skilled and experienced in a broad range of people skills — staff, government, 
many demographics; skill set in capital planning, facilities — will not just delegate to staff ; 
learns the region,  prepared; has successful building level experience, principal //// 

• Has fire in the belly,  wants to do something,  make a difference — see it through; has the heart 
for the job,  really cares about all students 

• Innovative  / 
• Leader:  has character and integrity, honor;  leads by example 
• Political skills: can change the paradigm regarding taxes and services; can build needed sus-

tained relationships with BOS; very engaged with the local government,  works to change the 
adversarial relationships; rebuilds the trust between the local gov and schools; understands 
and can deal with a school district expanding in numbers, limited budget, lower teacher com-
pensation —  can engage with local government to solve complex problems; has a “we are in 
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this together approach”; makes sure that school and county staff work together to address 
issues /////// 

• Promotes a culture of excellence  
• School focused: conveys to principals that teachers, paras. support staff in schools  are valued 

and respected; teacher-student oriented; works with principals to develop and enforce disci-
plinary processes; supports teachers  / 

• Strategic/mission-focused: conveys where he/she wants to take the schools — provides ra-
tionale for resources; results driven manager,  data-driven; strategic planner ;investigates ideas 
and programs — only doing what is most important; common sense — not jumping on every 
bandwagon; proactive, engaging   //// 

• Strong, decisive, tough, courageous: courage to say things people do not what to hear — can 
speak true to power; not afraid to be open and direct when talking about the need to address 
issues of students of color and LGBT students;  Honest,  can tell people difficult things and justify 
hard decisions; can step up and refuse to do things just because everyone else is,  goes against 
the trend; will do what is needed to pay school staff adequately; not afraid to admit to and deal 
with controversial social issues   //// 

• Transparent, open, listens:  open receptive; listens to students;  approachable, open to new 
ideas, open minded // 

• Visible / 
• Vision and values:  has the big picture of all that students need — college and non-college 

bound; has strong core values; understands that schools are about people, not numbers / 
 

PARENTS  
 

Strengths  

 
• Dr B has done some good things: has used advisory groups,  listening tours to open up commu-

nication; parents feel more connected to the district; more conversation between BOS and SB 
and Supt; making progress on compensation — using a different model: compensation ad-
dresses issues with attracting and retaining teachers ; used data to persuade BOS and commu-
nity of need for funding ////// 

• Good schools, good teachers; students generally perform well ////// 
• Growing County, changing  
• Involved parents who support schools  
• Program offerings: variety and strength of programs and opportunities; STAT, AP, IB, DE, Gov 

School; students are  well prepared for college   ///// 
• Relationship with Sheriff Department - highly visible in schools, police presence reassuring 
• Stafford has the financial resources to have great schools 
• Volunteer programs that allow people to assist in the schools  
 

Challenges 

 
• Calendar not aligned to instruction — start after Labor Day, disadvantages HS students   
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• Discipline: Make adjustments in our discipline plans that match the reality of students now; 
need for consistency, communication with parents; discipline is becoming more of a problem    
for teachers, taking so much administrative time; SpEd is not being provided for   students who 
need intervention; too much expected of teachers; in the past 7 years,  discipline issues have 
been increasing at high schools — specifically more fights ; student behavior is a challenge,  
teachers often have to parent students; parents are not supportive of teachers and schools; 
overuse of suspensions as a first response to small disciplinary problems ////// 

• Diversity and equity issues: attitudes about race and about socio-economic status at certain 
schools,  i.e., parents calling No Stafford HS a “ghetto school” — members of community disre-
specting students in certain schools; students do not have teachers that “look like them”; need 
for anti-bias training; sensitivity to culture and differences; cultural and demographic changes 
in SC must be recognized  ///// 

• Inconsistency from school to school — in terms of expectations, school environment, commu-
nications  

• Instruction: curriculum and instruction not always aligned with District initiatives; ineffective 
instructional practices are not being challenged at some schools; using test scores as the only 
measure of quality; too much teaching to the SOLs; making sure that students can compete 
internationally; lack of equity for middle and high Schools; using SOL tests as barriers to ad-
vanced opportunities;  overemphasis on AP and IB enrollments — rather than the overwhelm-
ing number of students in the middle ////// 

• Overcrowding and facility needs; need for facility upkeep and for new buildings;  need to plan 
for schools to address overcrowding;  redistricting still an issue;  overcrowded schools have 
different school cultures; planning required so that classroom space is where it is needed; must 
prepare for the students coming — new schools are needed; inequity in terms of facilities —  
i.e., Ferry Farms //////// 

• Parent input is not always accepted; parents who challenge the status quo are considered trou-
ble makers 

• Political issues: SB does not have control over CIP; school priorities and County priorities do not 
match; no plan for growth — unrealistic projections; BOS not attuned to the needs of schools; 
BOS and SB do not work together to solve problems related to funding and facilities; County 
must balance between growth needs and small town rural community feel  ///// 

• Program needs:   Lack of before and after program — i.e., special skills, interests; need for 
before and after school programs at middle schools — more things to get students and families 
involved / 

• Reputation: Quality of school eroding because of growth-SC is losing its reputation as a leading 
edge school district — we are not staying up to date and progressive Lower expectations for 
students // 

• Safety and security of schools; Safety issues — must be handled with common sense / 
• Teacher quality and turnover:  positions cannot be filled  /// 
• Trust among employees —  many believe that their voices do not matter  
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Characteristics  

 
• Aggressive advocate who will get what the schools need; will not bend on what matters; stiff 

spine to stand up to BOS;  will use data to advocate for school needs   /// 
• Commitment  to Stafford:  Someone who will be here long enough to establish and maintain 

relationships; will live, pay taxes, eat in SC;   will commit to staying in SC - hard to keep starting 
over; maybe mid-career??; make Stafford the prime focus — stop keep comparing SC to other 
districts   /////  

• Communications, listening and relationship building; uses social media as a tool — understands 
that parents use media; transparency — lets us know why decisions are made, communicates 
with staff and parents;   will listen and find solutions; keeps the advisory committees — parents, 
teachers, business and EDOC; someone who will be willing to meet with parents, available to 
parents; people skills to work with different personalities; can create a family environment; 
open to ideas to bring parents and families into the schools //////// 

• Courageous: has the courage to redistrict where needed; less political, more aggressive, to get 
things done   / 

• Empathetic and inclusive,  encourages diverse community to learn about each other;  well ed-
ucated in the data of inclusivity ;will show the value of every student,  honors every student, 
makes every student and family feel included  // 

• Endurance to put things in process that be sustained 
• Experience base;   proven track record from a similar district 
• Innovative, risk-taker,  like Dr B:   breath of fresh air,  out of comfort zone,  not the same old 

thing: aggressive fund raiser looks for alternative funding — federal grants: more creative when 
working with behavior issues,  looks for alternatives to suspension-like the after school, at 
night, Saturdays; open to make changes in principalship so that people get settled, comfortable 
and become resistant to change; open to change; understands and accepts change  //// 

• Instructional focus and expertise: will preserve advanced opportunities -  STAT,  AP and IB,  Gov 
School; understands the importance of professional development;  stresses critical thinking, 
not just test taking;  does not tie expectations for students with SOL scores, does not use scores 
as obstacles to    advanced learning;  recognizes the importance of the elementary school teach-
ers role in transitioning from elementary to middle school; addresses gaps in learning; pro-
motes level to level communication and coordination  ///// 

• Less concerned  with “social engineering” than with getting students to the schools closest to 
their homes and neighborhoods 

• Management skills:  will maintain reasonable class sizes; uses resources well 
• Political skills:  Has to be able to advocate for SCPS with the BOS;  skill set to work with BOS; 

has  business smarts, negotiating skills; will continue efforts to get the BOS and SB work to-
gether for the good of the community //// 

• Problem solver, peace-maker; able to present a problem but also a solution,  works toward 
compromise; optimistic  

• Strong, decisive: decision maker; will act;  will deal with hard issues — hold adults to standards  
/ 

• Thrives in an atmosphere of stress and demands — can keep lots of balls in the air  
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• Vision and values;  emphasis on academic excellence,  rigor and relevance;    keeps America 
First mentality;  can help us come together as Americans first;  focus on getting the job done — 
preparing students to be citizens, Americans, contributors  / 

• Visible, open — knows people who work for you — by name, —  that matters; visible,  in 
schools,  knows what is going on; participates in activities;  open, positive, encouraging,  likes 
being in schools  /// 

 

STUDENTS  
  
Strengths 
• Academics:  programs meet students’ needs; programs offered to prepare students for college 

and for careers;  good preparation; challenging curriculum; programs for advanced learning 
available - STAT, Gov School, Duel Enrollment   ///// 

• Buildings are in good shape overall 
• Diversity among students; welcoming, accepting of differences; i.e., transgender students // 
• Safety is important, students feel safe; security is good 
• Technology is getting more available, computers more available  
• Variety of activities, inclusive; sports are not a “closed club”  // 
• Were able to do student-led demonstration after Parkland shooting without partisan conflict 
 
Challenges 

 
• Finding teachers to sponsor activities  
• Funding for schools: lack of resources for teachers; top ten richest county in USA but bottom 

third in per pupil spending; not enough funding for all students to do Model UN  // 
• Loss of consistency when leadership changes  
• Support for students who need it:  more support for students who are twice exceptional, who 

are gifted but need more assistance to perform at their peak academically; special education 
students are not given support for IB/advanced  academic programs  // 

• Teacher shortage —  math teachers getting no planning time because they have to teach so 
many classes;  teachers leaving for more money; teachers leaving in the middle of the year,  
having long term subs who are not prepared //// 

• Politics around zoning -   No Stafford HS seen by some in the community as the “ghetto school” 
because of diversity,  ELL rate — and more poor students; parents said terrible things  about  
No Stafford HS during zoning process   // 

 
Characteristics 

 
• Advocate for the schools;  gets resources for students with special needs and for ELL; makes 

sure that needy students are taken care of  / 
• Commitment to Stafford: will stay in SC for the long term;  may put own children in school 

system   / 
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• Communication, listening  and relationship building; will develop relationships with people;    
listen to others; open to ideas; will organize a student advisory panel to hear the student point 
of view   // 

• Experienced:  knows about the work of schools, struggles and joy 
• Has initiative  
• Open minded; would consider providing study time during the school day for HS students 
• Supports programs students need; will promote the AP program —  especially for minority stu-

dents; makes sure students and parents have good information about the value of duel enroll-
ment (DE) and AP and IB; more programs like STAT; increase duel enrollment (DE) classes   /// 

• Visibility, involvement: will be seen in high schools  
 
 


